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Motivation
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 In the area of energy applications, graphene and graphene-based
nanomaterials have many promising applications. Although pure graphene
sheets serve as a conceptual starting point, defects, native and intentional
may play a critical role in modifying and possibly optimizing graphene
properties in a given application.

As a special semiconductor, graphene is a single-layer graphite sheet and
acts as a zero band gap semimetal. The massless electrons in graphene with
a Fermi velocity (~106 m/s) are very useful in electronic applications, such
as high frequency transistors and ultrafast photodetectors.[1] However, such
zero band-gap nature results in high leakage currents and power
dissipation, limiting its applications.[2-6] Hence, introducing a band gap in
graphene through band structure engineering is highly useful for many
applications. Creating defects and covalent binding with other atoms or
molecules are effective ways to open band-gap on the zero-gap of pristine
graphene.[2]

Theoretical Approach

Band-Structure of Graphene & Graphite-2H 

To better understand the effects of low-level fluorine in graphene-based
sensors, first-principles density functional theory with van der Waals
dispersion interactions has been employed to investigate the structure and
impact of fluorine defects on the electrical properties of single layer
graphene films.[7-8]

1F-doped on Graphene 

No band-gap opening

2F-Doped on Graphene

Relationships of Binding Energy with F concentration 

Table 1. The calculated binding energy (Eb), CF buckling off
graphene plane (ZCF), CF-F bond-length (rC-F) and angle F-CF-C in
1F- and 2F-adsorbed graphene

F on same 
side of G

G-1F G-2F
(case A1)

G-2F
(case B1)

G-2F
(case C1)

G-2F
(case E1)

G-2F
(case D1)

Eb (eV/1F) -2.071 -2.225 -1.913 -2.301 -1.976 -2.158
ZCF(Å) 0.503 0.845 0.637 0.623 0.505 0.525
rC-F (Å) 1.575 1.462 1.553 1.495 1.589 1.528

∠F-CF-C (º) 102.40 102.04 106.25 104.06 102.66 103.44
F on 

opposite 
side of G

G-2F
(case A2)

G-2F
(case B2)

G-2F
(case C2)

G-2F
(case E2)

G-2F
(case D2)

Eb (eV/1F) -2.531 -1.960 -2.275 -2.001 -2.165
ZCF(Å) 0.344 0.394 0.433 0.507 0.512
rC-F (Å) 1.474

1.428 a
1.592
1.48 a

1.517 1.599 1.534

∠F-CF-C (º) 104.16 104.66 102.22 102.77 103.21

a from ref.[5]

Table 2. The calculated charges on F and CF, F-band (BF) 
width and gap between VB1 and BF (EVBF) of 1F- and 2F-
adsorbed Graphene (G).

F on same 
side of G

G-1F G-2F
(case A1)

G-2F
(case B1)

G-2F
(case C1)

G-2F
(case E1)

G-2F
(case D1)

EVBF (eV) 0.119 0.371 0.352 0.478 0.144 0.240
BF width a 0.359 0.124 0.587 0.120 0.471 0.359

F charge -0.59 -0.65 -0.57 -0.59 -0.58 -0.58
CF charge 0.33 0.55 0.39 0.51 0.49 0.48

F on 
opposite 
side of G

G-2F
(case A2)

G-2F
(case B2)

G-2F
(case C2)

G-2F
(case E2)

G-2F
(case D2)

EVBF (eV) 0.366 0.400 0.365 0.118 0.240
BF width a 0.122 0.582 0.121 0.353 0.359

F charge -0.66 -0.58 -0.59 -0.58 -0.58
CF charge -0.65 0.32 0.43 0.44 0.36

a F-band width which is located between VB1 and CB 

Only some of configurations have band-gap. At low-F concentration, the band-gap 
opening depends not only  on the F-concentration, but also on the binding configurations.

5 binding sites with 10 configurations
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Conclusions
When graphene is adsorbed with fluorine, a valence band (BF) near the EF

is formed mainly from the p orbitals of the fluorine atoms with some small
contribution from the p orbitals of the carbon atoms. These CF defects
cause a buckling of the graphene surface. When two fluorine atoms are
bonded to the graphene to form two CF defects, the configuration with the
fluorine atoms located on opposite sides of the surface represents the most
stable structure with the lowest binding energy. Depending on the fluorine
binding sites, the BF can serve as a valence band or a conduction band.
Among the five cases studied, only two cases (C and D) open a 0.37 eV and
0.24 eV band gap respectively. Other cases still have zero band gaps. The
obtained result indicates the band gap opening for graphene with low F-
adsorption level strongly depends on the F-binding configurations, which is
different from the fully or highly partial fluorinated graphene.

The binding energy of fluorine on graphene depends on the F-adsorption
level due to neighboring fluorine interactions. The results presented here
show that for case A2, with two fluorine adatoms binding to adjacent
carbons, but on opposite sides of the graphene sheet, the binding energy
remains nearly constant down to about 33.3% F-adsorption, decreases as
the concentration is lowered to about 20%, and remains nearly constant as
the fluorine concentration is lowered to 2%. This suggests that at low F-
adsorption level, the interaction between neighboring pairs of fluorine
adatoms is negligible and the most important interaction is between the
fluorine and carbon atoms in the CF defect.
Further work are focusing on the optical and band-gap opening properties

of the low-F concentration binding on multi-graphene layers with/without
SiC support.

TDOS of 2F-doped Graphene


